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The TeamHello from the editor
Hello again and welcome to another edition of the Flavourly 
Magazine. 

This month, we’re really excited to introduce you to one of our 
local beer heroes – beeroes, if you will – Barney’s Beer. Based here 
in Edinburgh with us, Barney’s has been bringing great beer to 
the capital since 2010 and it’s a pleasure to be able to tell you 
their story. If you haven’t had the chance to try some Barney’s 
Beer – you’re in for a treat.

Plus, Andrew “Barney” Barnett himself takes us behind the scenes 
with a deep-dive look at the life of a brewer with our first ever 
Day in the Life feature. 

Our gin adventures this month takes us across the Irish Sea to 
discover the deeply personal tale behind Frankie & Eileen’s Gin. 
The liquid is delicious, but the story is equally as interesting.

Now, I’ll leave you to be to sit back, relax, crack open a beer (or 
pour yourself a cool G&T) and enjoy Issue 25 of the Flavourly 
Magazine.

Cheers!

Kevin O’Donnell

Welcome

Contributors

Emma Goodman, Editor
Designer, type fanatic, smurf 
collector, whippet owner and a 
regular at northern soul clubs. 
Kölsch fan at Karneval every year.

Kevin O’Donnell, Editor
Writer, beer geek and self-
confessed crazy cat man. When 
not drinking beer, can be found 
singing the Big Break theme song.

Claire MacDonald, Writer
Marketing Ninja at Flavourly, 
weapon of choice is her trusty 
notepad and pen. Always found 
with either coffee or gin in hand.
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BARNEY’S BEER - 
VOLCANO IPA
5% ABV, IPA
This ale marries a biscuity malt 
backbone with zingy, bitter 
hops in perfect beery harmony. 
Described as a transatlantic IPA; 
taking the best from both British 
and American takes on the style.
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
CHILLED (7-10°C)

Each month, Flavourly’s resident beer geeks scour the globe for the most delicious craft beers that the brewing world 
has to offer and delivers them right to our community members’ front doors. Here’s what they found...

CRAFT BEER DISCOVERIES

°C

7-10

BARNEY’S BEER -
BIG VOLCANO IPA
6.5% ABV, IPA
Higher ABV and Chinook dry-
hopping to make a punchier, 
hoppier, BIGGER version of their 
much-loved Volcano IPA.
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
CHILLED (7-10°C)

°C

7-10
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BARNEY’S BEER - 
SHERBET
4.2% ABV, SOUR

This sour pale does exactly what 
it says on the tin – zingy citrus 
hop flavours of lemon and lime 
carried with tongue tingling kettle 
sourness. Feels and tastes just like 
eating sherbet.
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
CHILLED (7-10°C)

°C

7-10

BARNEY’S BEER - 
RED RYE
4.5% ABV, RED ALE
Six different malts, including 
melanoidinmalz and three types 
of rye give this beer it’s red colour 
and earthy, toasty taste. Topped 
off nicely with a subtle addition of 
US and European hops.
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
CHILLED (7-10°C)

°C

7-10
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BARNEY’S BEER -  
CAPITAL PORTER
5% ABV, PORTER

Dark, rich and malty with notes of 
dark chocolate, coffee and a light 
smoke on the nose; this deceptively 
dark and brooding brew is definitely 
an easy-drinker as porters go. The 
dry finish on this London-style porter 
keeps it surprisingly refreshing for a 
dark beer. 
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
CHILLED (7-10°C)

°C

7-10

CRAFT BEER DISCOVERIES

CRATE BREWERY -
LAGER
4.8% ABV, 
LAGER
A light, refreshing amber lager with an aroma 
of toffee apples and brandy snaps. The sticky 
goodness of the smell continues into the flavour 
with some good stinging nettle sharp herbal 
flavours and peppery hops.
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
COLD (4-7°C)

°C

4-7
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FOURPURE -  
PILS LAGER
4.7% ABV, 
LAGER
Generous hopping with Mittelfruh and 
Saaz gives this beer a delightful floral and 
spicy aroma. The finish is dry, crisp, and 
refreshing. Inspired by cycling adventures 
through Germany and the Czech Republic.
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
COLD (4-7°C)

FOURPURE -  
AMERICAN PALE
5.0% ABV, PALE ALE

This pale ale is inspired by the great 
examples of the style from California. 
Cascade, Centennial and Citra hops 
contribute elegant floral and citrus 
hop flavors and aromas, which are 
gently supported by a lightly toasted 
malt character. Bold yet refreshing.
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
CHILLED (7-10°C)

°C

4-7

°C

7-10
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CRAFT BEER DISCOVERIES

FOURPURE X FLAVOURLY -  
LAGER
4.4% ABV, 
LAGER
A crisp, easy-drinking lager that’s great on 
the move or sharing with some friends. 
Light and refreshing lager with a pleasant 
hop bitterness, one you could drink over 
and over again.
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
COLD (4-7°C)

FOURPURE X 
FLAVOURLY - 
CITRUS 
PALE ALE
4.5% ABV, PALE ALE

Our super juicy Citrus Pale 
Ale pairs well with food and cleanses 
the palate. Bold flavours of tangerine 
and citrus fruits are the standouts in 
this easy-drinking, full-flavoured pale 
ale.
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
CHILLED (7-10°C)

7-10 7-10
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BE SURE TO VISIT YOUR ACCOUNT ON FLAVOURLY.COM
TO RATE AND REVIEW ALL YOUR FAVOURITE BEERS

FOURPURE X 
FLAVOURLY - 
SIMCOE 
SMALL PALE
2.9% ABV, 
SMALL PALE
A showcase of the wonderful Simcoe hop, 
bright passionfruit character with a touch of 
earthy pine.
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
CHILLED (7-10°C)

PANDA FROG  
PROJECT -  
QIZAI RYE SAISON
5.7% ABV, SAISON

As unique as its namesake - the 
world’s only brown-coated panda. A 
spectacularly enticing take on a dark 
saison. Featuring smokey biscuit grain 
over waves of herbal peppery notes. 
This beer is definitely not just black 
and white.
SERVING TEMPERATURE:  
CHILLED (7-10°C)

°C

7-10

°C

7-10
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Partners in beer

Founded in 2010, Barney’s Beer is a microbrewery at Summerhall, Edinburgh 
with a range of craft beers from Volcano IPA to their faba bean brew Cool 

Beans. A brewery was originally founded at Summerhall circa. 1705 and ran for 
over 200 years, making the site the longest established 

non-continuously operating brewery in Edinburgh.

1. BARNEY'S BEER  SCOTLAND

Before making their way to your doorstep, the delicious craft beers in your 
Flavourly box are lovingly created by some of the best brewers in the world. 
Meet our latest partners in beer.

Fourpure is a London based brewery founded by brothers Dan and Tom Lowe 
in 2013. The four core ingredients used to make beer: grain, yeast, hops and 

water were the inspiration for the name Fourpure.  A range of year-round beers 
and a number of small batch and one-off beers are available in their taproom and 

they also have an in-house barrel ageing programme for sours and darker ales.

3. FOURPURE  ENGLAND

Panda Frog Project, Mordue Brewery's experimental arm, created from the 
twisted genius that is Robert Millichamp (Head Brewer) and the occasional 

rationality of the Fawson Brothers.  Their beers are made exclusively in very 
small batches so it's always exciting when you get your hands on one of their 

latest creations.

4. PANDA FROG PROJECT  ENGLAND

The founders of CRATE shared a vision to build a brewery and restaurant in 
Hackney Wick where everything from the beers to the pizzas to the furniture 

was all hand made on site from scratch. They have produced over 1 million pints 
of beer a year including special editions and made over 100,000 pizzas and have 

got exciting plans to develop with a crowdfunding project.

2.CRATE  ENGLAND
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WORDS Kevin O'Donnell

F           or those of us keeping a close eye on the craft beer scene in UK, the 
explosion in popularity and availability of great beer over the past five 
years has been nothing short of astronomical.  What was once an exclusive 

club, a niche or drinking for hobbyists, has well-and-truly burst its way into the 
mainstream. It’s bloody brilliant. Back in 2010, though, the craft beer landscape 
was only just beginning to put down its roots on British soil – thanks to 
pioneering brewers like Barney’s Beer.

Founded in 2010, Barney’s Beer was very much ahead of the curve, brewing 
hoppy beers when mild-flavoured lagers were just about the only choice on 
the bar. Barney’s Brand Ambassador Mhairi Shaw-Hawkins tells us all about the 
journey that started even before Barney’s Beer came to be.

It was acceptable in the 80s
“Barney’s Beer has been a long time coming,” Mhairi says. “Barney – or Andrew 
Barnett to use his Sunday name – started working in his hometown brewery 
in Wolverhampton back in 1983 at the tender age of 16 and has been in the 
industry ever since.

“He’s worked in brewing and distilling including Scottish & Newcastle, The 
Macallan and Brugal Rum. Barney became increasingly aware of the growing 
craft beer scene, here and in the US, when travelling on whisky business over 
there – which fired his ambition to start his own brewery.”

With a passion awakened and recipes formulating in his mind, the next step 
for Barney was to find somewhere where he could turn hoppy thoughts into 
reality.

The longest-established non-continuously operating brewing in Edinburgh
“He started off cuckoo-brewing at Tryst, Behind the Wall in Falkirk, until 2012 
when he approached Summerhall,” Mhairi tells us. “Summerhall is now a thriving 
arts venue based at the former University of Edinburgh Veterinary School. In the 

BARNEY’S BEEN 
BREWING CRAFT 

BEER SINCE BEFORE 
IT WAS COOL

Barney’s 
Beer
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We laid claim to the title of 
the longest-established non continuously 

operating brewery in Edinburgh-

course of the discussions to open a microbrewery here, 
it was discovered that the site had been a brewery from 
circa 1705 until the vets moved in in 1913. 

“When the new Summerhall brewery first mashed in 
in July 2012, we laid claim to the title of the ‘longest- 
established non-continuously operating brewery in 
Edinburgh.’”

Traditional beer, trendy beer and beetroot beer
Even before finding a home at Summerhall, Barney’s 
Beer was cultivating a core range of stunning go-to 
beers while also exploring the more experimental side 
of brewing – something that’s become a hallmark of 
Barney’s approach to beer. 

“The first Barney’s Beer was brewed at Tryst and 
was Good Ordinary Pale Ale – a beer we still brew 
today which is Barney’s love letter to his beginnings in 
Wolverhampton,” Mhairi explains. “It’s a style not often 
seen up here which every Midlander will know well.

“Quickly after that, Barney got to experimenting and 
made a Beetroot-infused version of the beer. When he 
moved to Behind the Wall, our flagship beers Volcano IPA 
and Red Rye came into being.”

It has been this respect for the traditional, finger on 
the pulse and constant desire to play with ingredients 
that’s seen Barney’s keep up with their craft beer 
contemporaries as the scene has grown and changed in 
quick fashion.

“For a while, Barney was known for celebrating 
traditional, home-grown beer styles with the likes 
of Good Ordinary Pale Ale, Volcano IPA and Capital 
Porter,” says Mhairi. “But his extensive experience in the 
industry and his love of brewing science resulted in 
constant experimentation. Over the last couple of years 
as the team has expanded – from a one-man-band to a 
whopping four employees –our product development 
has far surpassed anything from previous years, 
and we were incredibly humbled to receive Product 
Development Team of the Year at the 2018 Scottish Beer 
Awards. 

“Last year, we released 16 new beers in addition to our 
core range. These new products varied in style from a 
sour raspberry red ale, a jasmine and green tea-infused 
pale ale, a wheat IPA, a pilsner-style lager, a juicy New 
England IPA, marshmallow milk stout, and a sour ale that 
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tastes like sherbet dip-dabs!
“Beer drinkers are far more savvy and well-informed 

about the brewing industry now and there’s demand for 
innovation like never before.”

As Mhairi explains though, innovation isn’t everything. 
Sometimes you have to stay tuned to what’s hot and 
brew the right things: “2018 was a prime example with 
the meteoric rise of the New England-style IPAs, brut IPAs 
and sour beer.

“The four of us get together about twice a month – 
usually in the pub! – to put forward any ideas we have, 
whether it be a spin on an existing beer or a completely 
new creation. We’ll always make our bread-and-butter 
beers but we don’t want Barney’s to be pigeon-holed into 
one category; we like showing that we can do a bit of 
everything.”

Barney’s bean brewing
One idea that sounds like it could have arisen after a few 
pints at a product innovation meeting in the pub is one 
of Barney’s latest – and most unique – creations: Cool 
Beans, a gluten-free beer made with faba beans. 

“Cool Beans is a beer that’s been a long time in the 
making – six years to be exact,” Mhairi tells us. “We have 
been developing this beer as part of a project with The 
Hutton Institute and Abertay University, in collaboration 

with Kirsty Black, Master Distiller at Arbikie, and have 
produced various prototypes under the guises of Fe Fi Fo, 
Tundra IPA and Jack IPA. 

“But this year saw the development of the finished 
product. The whole initiative began as an investigation 
into increasing environmental sustainability in food and 
drink production through legume-supported agri-food 
systems.

“People have been brewing with beans for centuries 
and would often mix them with peas and oats to make 
beer, so it’s a natural fit. Faba beans were chosen because, 
as legumes, they are nitrogen fixing which means they 
produce their own nutrients in the soil, eliminating the 
need for unsustainable synthetic fertilisers. Not only 
that, they leave these nutrients behind in the soil for 
whatever’s planted there next. 

“The gluten-free aspect of the beer was accidental, 
to be honest. The use of the beans lowers the gluten 
content and the processing pre-packaging reduces the 
gluten content to below 20ppm.”

Barney’s Beer is a brewery that sums up everything we 
love about the craft beer industry. They do weird stuff. 
They do cool stuff. They do traditional stuff. And all of this 
stuff comes together in the form of delicious beers for 
you to enjoy, discuss and share with friends. 

Cheers, Barney. Long may you continue.
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

Barney
      9:00am
We’re definitely not early-birds at 
Barney’s so everything starts at 
around nine by weighing out the 
different varieties of malt we’ll need 
for that day’s brew and start mashing 
in. Being very much a micro-brewery, 
everything is still done by hand so 
mashing-in involves a very high-tech 
paddle, much like a boat oar, and 
some old-fashioned elbow-grease. 
Once the grain and hot liquor have 
been combined we leave it to infuse, 
allowing the starch from the grain to 
break down in to fermentable sugars.

      10:30am
The (tea) kettle goes on for a much-
needed break while the progress 
of the beer in the fermentation and 
conditioning tanks are checked. If all’s 
gone to plan, one of the beers should 
be finished its fermentation and 
ready for maturation and beer from 
conditioning is ready to be racked 
into containers, or for transfer to the 
bottling plant. 

Our new feature looks at a typical day in the life of our favourite people from the 
world of beer. This month, Barney’s Beer founder Andrew “Barney” Barnett takes 
us through a day at his Edinburgh brewery…

      11:00am
After the beer from the conditioning 
or fermentation tanks has been 
transferred, the vessels will be 
cleaned and sanitised in preparation 
for use later in the day.

      12:00pm
We’ve started collecting the sugary 
malty substance that forms the 
base of all beer – and creates that 
unmistakable amazing smell of a 
brewery - ‘sweet wort’ from the mash 
tun and transferring it to the copper 
where the solution will be brought 
to the boil and hops will be added. 
The run-off can take as long as two or 
three hours to maximise the extract. 

Because the run-off is quite long, 
it’s the time of day when we can 
catch up on other tasks – like putting 
together new recipes or trial brews, 
loading and unloading beer from the 
bottlers, ordering raw materials…

      12:30pm
Lunch – and dog walks in The 
Meadows for Barney and Mhairi’s 
dogs.

      1:00pm
 The unpleasant but necessary job of 
de-ullaging casks usually happens 
throughout the afternoon in between 
checking on the run-off. In the 
simplest terms, de-ullaging refers to 
washing all the gunk left in casks and 
kegs. We ensure the containers are 
thoroughly rinsed, then washed and 
sanitised ready be filled again with 
beer. There is an old brewer’s joke 
that a brewers job is 10% brewing 
and 90% cleaning up.

      2:00pm
 In preparation for today’s brew, 
a fermentation vessel has to be 
– you guessed it – cleaned! The 
fermentation process in brewing has 
to be done under completely sanitary 
conditions so thorough cleaning is 
essential.

      2:30pm
The run-off is completed, and the 
wort is brought to the boil and 
the first lot of hops – the “bittering 
hops” – are added. After that, all of 
the spent grain – over 200kg worth – 
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needs to be dug out of the mash tun, 
and the tank is cleaned ready for the 
next day’s brew. 

      3:30pm
The second load of hops – “aroma 
hops” – are added to the boil and the 
finished hopped wort is transferred 
to the fermentation vessel. 
      
      4:30pm
Once the transfer is completed, we 
“pitch” the yeast in to the top of the 

vessel and leave it for the next 10 
days to allow the magic little micro-
organisms to metabolise the sugars 
yielded in the mash and turn them 
in to ethanol and carbon dioxide – 
essentially, they make the beer fizzy 
and alcoholic! After this it’s time to 
tidy up the brewery for the end of the 
day.

Throughout the day, as well as 
brewing, the rest of the team are 
delivering beer around town, tackling 
marketing, sales, social media and 

answering enquiries. In such a small 
team, everyone has to wear many 
hats, and everyone has multiple roles 
to make sure the beer is not only 
made and tasting great but is also 
sold and distributed.

      5:00-5:30pm
We finish up between five and half 
five then it’s a short jaunt over the 
alleyway to The Royal Dick for a pint, 
or if it’s the weekend we’ll head down 
to The Pitt Market in Leith.

VISIT FLAVOURLY.COM



Each month, Flavourly’s team of top gin drinkers (we mean... “experts”) 
helps our community discover the best small batch craft gins from the 
most exciting micro-distilleries in the country -  and beyond! 
Here’s what our community of gin lovers is sipping...

OF THE MONTH
GIN
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FRANKIE & 
EILEEN’S GIN
A clean and smooth gin, perfectly balanced, packed full  
of aromas and flavours with amazing citrus notes.

Distilled by passionate local artisans in Randalstown,  
Co. Antrim, using a copper pot still which promotes the 
formation of esters to actively impart fruity notes and 
spring water from an onsite well. 

Tasting notes
A smooth, classic, citrus forward gin highlighted with a 
unique combination of the finest botanicals, from the 
exotic to the local potato.

Botanicals 
Juniper berries, coriander seeds, angelica root, cassia 
bark, bitter orange peel, sweet orange peel, lemon 
peel, orris root, cardamon pods, liquorice root, grains of 
paradise, potato, pea pods.

Perfect serve 
With soda water and a nice big wedge of lime or  
grapefruit. The soda water lets all the flavours of the gin 
shine through and if  you have more of a sweet tooth, 
mix with hibiscus tonic. 
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ADVERTORIAL

You’ll have heard about cold chain 
and beer. It might have been 
an American brewer talking 

about his new imported beer range, or it 
might be a Scottish Brewer who has just 
invented it, it might even be a wholesaler 
who has a new cold store, or a really 
good publican who actually cares what 
happens to his beer before it ends up in 
his (low temperature, direct draw) cellar. 
But you’ll have heard about it.

But what the hell does it mean? 
I’m not being patronising, it’s a deeply 

misunderstood and misrepresented 
subject so when you hear brave claims 
of ‘full cold chain’ you ought to be clear 
about what you are being sold. 

But first, let’s have a quick look at WHY 
it’s important. Why cold beer is better 
and how badly the UK gets these things 
wrong. 

For years we’ve been told that ‘cellar 
temperature’ is the right temperature for 

beer, and indeed for service of certain 
styles of cask beer it’s a reasonable 
compromise, but it’s probably not 
‘traditional’ as average temperatures 
inside buildings in the past were far 
lower than they tend to be today, and it 
certainly isn’t low enough to protect the 
beer from premature aging in transit or 
storage. So we can do away with the 12 
degree thing can we? 

And let’s talk about ambient 
temperatures for a minute as well, people 
say that the UK ‘never gets hot enough’ 
to worry about chilled distribution 
and storage, but last summer (albeit a 
particularly hot one) we had six weeks 
when the daytime temperature was 
above 30 degrees centigrade, and the 
average temperature was almost 16 
degrees. I’ve seen days in December last 
year here in Bristol where the mercury 
has blown through the 12 degree ‘Cellar 
Temperature’ level.

So why does it matter? Well, to quote 
Dr Charles Bamford (Professor of Brewing 
Science at the University of California, and 
general brewing and beer quality Godlike 
genius) when the temperature goes up 
“Beer ages three times faster for every 
10 degrees rise in temperature” so when 
it was really hot back in the summer, 
your beer is aging at ten times (or more 
if you lived in Faversham where it hit 38 
degrees, the hottest recorded in the UK 
ever) as fast as that stored in a cold store. 

Why pay for those cool hops, when the 
temperature has kicked all the flavour out 
of them? 

Vinnie Cilurzo of Russian River (The 
Plinny guy) said that he worries about his 
Hoppy beers because they are the first 
to change, and Paul Jones at Cloudwater 
Brewing Company claims that team 
members at Cloudwater can identify 
changes within 24 hours in some of their 
most volatile beers. 

COLD-Y LOOKIN’ CHAIN - 
HALF MAN HALF COLDSTORE
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ADVERTORIAL

So, back to cold chain. 
Done properly, every element of the 

transport of beer from the brewers cold 
store (another story, there are still brewers 
out there who don’t have one) to the 
consumer is temperature controlled. The 
truck or container, the warehouse at the 
distributor, the van to the retailer, and 
refrigerated in the shop or bar that you 
buy that beer from. 

What temperature? Well Yvan Seth, 
owner of Jolly Good Beer claims that 4 
degrees is the way forward, it’s the best 
compromise for quality versus energy use, 
in the early days having worked down 
from 12 degrees to 9 degrees and finally 
to 4 as he learned more and ignored the 
‘old cellarman’s tales’ that predominate. 
Jolly Good Beer has always used chilled 
storage, and now is moving towards full 
cold chain. 

So for your imported beer, you want 
a chilled ‘reefer’ container (or for the 
properly flash, chilled air freight), you’ll 
find people claiming that they only 
ship in winter, or that they ship ‘below 
the waterline’ and therefore at a lower 
temperature, but frankly that’s a fudge for 
most importers. Once the beer gets to the 
UK, you simply use the reefer to transport 

the beer to your cold store. 
Ah yes, coldstores. Ten years ago 

when I started talking about and selling 
Craft Beer the best you could hope for 
as a ‘cellar temperature’ cold store at a 
brewery for the most part, and when I 
started looking at old meat packaging 
warehouses to coldstore the beer we sold 
at the time, people said it was mad.

Yvan Seth did a bit better than I 
managed and came to the market five 
years ago with Jolly Good Beer, and 
a small yard with one, then two and 
eventually three 20ft Reefer containers, 
before moving to the current (former fruit 
& vegetable warehouse) site with 1,500 
sq ft of 4 degree coldstore in 5,000 sq ft 
of space to grow into, and others like The 
Bottle Shop in London and now Brewdog 
also installing fully chilled distribution 
storage, and some others using partially 
chilled facilities. There are still the vast 
majority of beer wholesalers in the UK 
who are using ambient storage for keg 
and smallpack, and sometimes even cask.

The final part of the chain are the 
delivery and retail functions. The delivery 
side is simple in theory, you just get 
a chilled van. In reality it’s a bit more 
complex than that as the biggest issue 
in beer wholesale is weight, beer weighs 
quite a lot and so does a refrigeration 
unit and insulation, so if you chill your 
van then you lose ability to carry as 
much beer… more so when you start 
considering weights over 3.5 tonnes 
(those big white vans everyone uses 
to deliver beer) and start considering 
>3.5 tonne “HGV” vehicles that need an 
Operators Licence, a tachograph and a 
special drivers licence (even old men like 
me with a class C licence still need to get 
‘qualified’ to drive one for commercial 
use) All this ‘stuff’ makes beer cost more, 

and remember you are competing with 
people who have an ambient shed and a 
warm 3.5 tonne van...

The last thing is where you buy your 
beer. We have a small group of bars 
who use 4 degree cellars and direct 
draw dispense which is the JGB ‘gold 
standard’ but ask your local landlord what 
temperature his Cellar is at, look at how 
packaged beer is stored, and if you like 
your beer as fresh as possible, remember 
that those cheap cans in the supermarket 
will have been through their ambient 
supply chain and are sitting in the warmth 
of the shelf, no point looking at the 
BBE date on these babies, two months 
from production in 20 degree heat?? 
Remember what Dr Charlie Bamford said, 
‘Three times faster for every ten degrees’ 
but he also said ‘The first step is to 
educate the consumer’ I hope this helps 
a little. 

Charlie Bamforth Podcast on the BN - 
http://www.thebrewingnetwork.com/
session-dr-charlie-bamforth/

Data on Summer temperatures - https://
www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/
sep/03/summer-2018-uk-joint-hottest-
on-record-met-office-says

Justin Rivett - www.jollygoodbeer.co.uk
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INTERVIEW by Claire MacDonald

Frankie and Eileen’s Gin
A tale of two grandmothers 
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I recently had the pleasure of speaking to Jonathan 
Mitchell about the brand-new Frankie and Eileen’s 
Gin; the product of a small-scale, family-run, 
independent craft distillery based just outside of 

Randalstown, County Antrim, Northern Ireland.
While the quality of the spirit speaks volumes by itself, 
the story of the two women who inspired Jonathan not 
only to make the gin, but in the way he leads his life, is 
one I was delighted to discover – and it’s one I’m equally 
delighted to share with you…

First things first - who are Frankie and Eileen? 
Frankie and Eileen are my two grandmothers. Frankie 
grew up in Belfast City and Eileen grew up in the Glens 
of Antrim near the Giants Causeway. So, our designer 
took inspiration from the areas they grew up in and they 

form the beautiful artwork that we have on our bottle. 
Because the gin is named after my two grandmothers, 
it’s very close to my heart and I wanted to do them 
proud. We talk about Frankie and Eileen’s as a story of 
hope, determination and a little compromise, all with an 
underlying tone of love that stems from our upbringing. 

My grandmothers are two 
iconic women in my eyes. 

They both raised large families 
who have done them proud
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We talk about Frankie and Eileen’s as a story of hope, 
determination and a little compromise, all with an 

underlying tone of love that stems from our upbringing.

My parents and grandparents grew up during the 
height of the troubles in Northern Ireland. In many 
ways, our generation caught the tail end of it, but 
they lived through the worst of it. Not wanting to 
make a political statement, we wanted to highlight 
a story of love when our parents from two different 
community backgrounds got together and didn’t let 
any of the religious issues of the troubles get in the 
way. 

My grandmothers are two iconic women in my eyes. 
They both raised large families who have done them 
proud. Granny Frankie is still alive and in her 90s and 
very much still a guiding light in the family circle, 
albeit she has slowed down a little, she is still very 
much a support for me and the family. Sadly, my 
Granny Eileen isn’t with us anymore, but she helped 
mould my values and for that I am very grateful. So, 
these two women are the inspiration for Frankie and 
Eileen’s Gin. We spent a long time on the quality of 
the liquid so wanted to present it well, so the bottle 
is printed directly onto the glass and we place a 
cork and wood stopper into the bottle and then 
individually wax dip each bottle by hand. 
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Are there any parts of the journey, from idea 
to bottled spirit, that you remember fondly or 
would rather forget?   
We are brewers really and had to learn the art of 
distillation, so the time taken to learn was a steep 
learning curve and sometimes frustrating; it took 
a year of recipe development before we got a 
liquid that we were happy with. Then we brought 
in some industry experts to help us refine the 
liquid to create something unique. We wanted the 
Frankie and Eileen’s Gin to taste good neat and we 
also wanted to add a unique Irish twist so we built 
earthy layers into the gin using potato and pea 
pods. 

Being able to have our copper still manufactured 
in Ireland was something very special. Our 
distillery overlooks Lough Neagh and a local talent 
from Toome allowed us to build our distillery just a 
few minutes from its new home. A truly hand built 
copper pot still, the copper contributes to the 
fruity esters in the finished liquid. 

We wanted to add 
a unique Irish twist 

so we built earthy 
layers into the gin 
using potato and 

pea pods.

Jonathan Mitchell, the brains behind Frankie and Eileen’s, also 
started Hillstown Brewery who began their brewing journey in an 
effort to produce the best Wagyu beef in Ireland. Their beef became 
so popular that the brewery had to increase its production, so they 
started brewing beer for human consumption too. 
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Can you talk me through the flavour profile for 
your gin and how you decided which flavours to 
target? 
The gin is a smooth juniper and citrus led liquid with 
earthy layers. The gin is beautiful sipped neat and is 
genuinely packed full of aroma and flavour. You will 
appreciate the effort put into the creation of this well-
balanced gin, which boasts a mixture of 13 botanicals. 
The flavour profile was decided upon by finding a 
balance between the exotic and local ingredients; 
we use English coriander and Irish potato and pea 
pods that work in harmony with the Macedonian 
juniper berries and Spanish fruit peels, amongst other 
botanicals.

Can you tell Flavourly readers about what the 
future holds for Frankie and Eileen’s? 
We just recently launched so initially our focus will 
be on the UK market so we can establish ourselves 
at home and then we want to look at suitable export 
markets. We have been working on some limited-
edition specials so keep an eye out for those! 

What is your perfect personal serve? 
My favourite way to enjoy this gin is with soda water 
and a nice big wedge of lime or grapefruit. I find that 
the soda water lets all the flavours of the gin shine 
through but another favourite way to savour this gin, 
if you have more of a sweet tooth, is with  
hibiscus tonic. 

The gin is beautiful 
sipped neat and is 

genuinely packed full of 
aroma and flavour.
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Mix it up
WITH FRANKIE & 

EILEEN’S GIN
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Ingredients
COCKTAIL
70ml Frankie & Eileen’s gin
20ml oz fresh squeezed lemon juice
1/2 tsp hibiscus simple syrup
1 tsp Chambord
1 egg white

HIBISCUS SIMPLE SYRUP
1 cup water
1 cup sugar
3/4 cup dried hibiscus flowers

Method: cocktail
Add all of the ingredients in a large  
cocktail shaker with ice.
Shake very hard for 30 seconds.
Strain into a small glass over a large ice cube.

Hibiscus Simple Syrup
In a small sauce pan, simmer sugar and water until 
sugar has dissolved.
Add in the hibiscus and simmer for another 15 minutes.

Frankie & Eileen’s 
Hibiscus Gin Sour

Ingredients
30ml Frankie & Eileen’s Gin
30ml Cochi Sweet Vermouth
15ml Campari
15ml Aperol
1 orange, segments and zest

Method
Pour all ingredients into a rocks glass over ice.
Stir gently and garnish with an orange wedge.

Frankie & Eileen’s 
Negroni
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Flavourly.com is like a treasure trove for all the adventurous 
drinks discoverers out there, but it’s easy to be overwhelmed by 
the huge range. So, we thought we’d give you a nudge in the 
right direction by highlighting some of the newest, best and 
most exciting drinks on the bottleshop right now...

WE’RE DRINKING
WHAT
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GET YOURS NOW AT WWW.FLAVOURLY.COM/THISTLY-CROSS
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1. Thistly Cross Ginger Cider
Carefully infused with just the right 
amount of fresh-pressed root ginger. 
Making for a nice, medium dry, full 
bodied drink with an exciting spicy kick. 
Can be served over ice for a refreshing 
summer tipple or steaming hot on a 
brisk winters day.

2.Thistly Cross Strawberry Cider
Thistly’s real strawberry cider is matured 
with masses of pressed Scottish 
strawberries to create a full bodied, 
fruit-driven, thirst quenching drink. Rich 
in colour, the mouth is full of fruit with a 
clean, refreshing finish.

3. Thistly Cross Mulled Cider
Warming festive-red Mulled Cider, with 
gentle hints of aromatic spice & citrus 
peel. Great served toasty warm. The 
bag-in-box format makes this perfect for 
a party!

THE CIDERS WE’RE DRINKING...
Established as a collaboration between farmer, Ian Rennie, and artist-turned-cidermaker, Peter Stuart, in 2008, 
Thistly Cross has gained a reputation for making ciders that people rave about. Quench your thirst with their 
selection on Flavourly.com.

1 2 3



1. Loch Lomond Reserve
Loch Lomond Reserve is a premium 
blend of both malt and grain whisky, the 
aroma leads with malt, a light hint of fruit 
and touch of sweetness swirling in the 
depth of the malt character. 

3. Loch Lomond 12 Y.O
Produced by Loch Lomond at the edge 
of the rugged Scottish Highlands, this 
single malt whisky is an exceptional 
marriage of three cask treatments - ex-
bourbon, refill and re-charge. 

5. Inchmurrin Madiera Wood Finish
Aged initially in specially chosen 
American ex-bourbon casks, this full-
bodied dram goes through maturation in 
casks that have previously been used for 
making fortified Madeira wine. 

2. Loch Lomond Signature
A delux blend matured slowly before 
being married and conditioned in a 100 
barrel cask Solera. It has all the aroma of 
a fine wine, with a subtle hint of sherry to 
compliment the fruity notes.

4. Inchmurrin 12 Y.O
A Single Malt Whisky that was 
reintroduced in 2015, Inchmurrin 12 Year 
Old has plenty of delicious depth thanks 
to the variety of casks that it rests in 
during the aging period. 

6. Loch Lomond 1999 Autograph Edition
A single malt that uses casks from 1999, 
the year Paul Lawrie won The Open. Paul 
has worked with Loch Lomond Whiskies 
Master Blender Michael Henry to create 
the Paul Lawrie Autograph Edition. 

THE WHISKIES WE’RE DRINKING...
The wonderful world of whisky is a vast, diverse entity. Whether you’re thirsty for your first dram or a connoisseur 
planning on picking up the perfect bottle for your collection, the selection on Flavourly.com right now has 
something for every whisky drinker.  
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GET YOURS NOW AT WWW.FLAVOURLY.COM/FIRSTCHOP

1. POP, Citrus IPA
A big hoppy US style IPA, pale amber in 
colour with orange and spicy hop notes, 
blessed with an extra orange citrus burst 
from a ‘dry hopping’ with orange oils.

3. AVA, Hoppy Blonde
A beautiful hoppy blonde, hopping with 
Saaz makes this beer reminiscent of 
classic continental lager but then comes 
that big craft ale punch we have all come 
to love from the Galaxy and Columbus.

5. IPA, Juicy IPA
A well balanced east coast-style IPA 
bursting with tropical fruit flavours. 
These juicy IPAs are bang on trend but 
this may be one of the most balance 
around.

2. F.C. Pilsner, Gluten Free Pilsner
A 4.1% gluten-free lager - made for 
everyone to enjoy with the very best 
malt, hops and yeast and brewed 
bottom fermented with a long 
maturation.

4. APE, Grapefruit IPA
This is a 6.3% gluten free, New Zealand 
hopped IPA with added grapefuit. Is 
there anything better than a grapfruit 
IPA. Maybe not.

6. Loch Lomond 1999 Autograph Edition 6. POD, Vanilla Stout
A classic oatmeal stout, the vanilla really 
bringing out the chocolate flavours, 
beautifully balanced bitterness and 
peppery, spicy hopping with hints of 
citrus.

THE BEERS WE’RE DRINKING...
With over 350 craft beers available on our online bottleshop, working out where to start can be a daunting task. 
Well, we’re doing the hard work for you. Here are some of the coolest, newest and best beers available right now 
on Flavourly.com that you just have to try.
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BY THE RIVER BREW CO 
AN INDEPENDeNT CONTAINER COMMUNITY

15BBL MICRO BREWERY | TAP ROOM | TRÄKOL OPEN FLAME RESTAURANT 
BACKYARD BIKESHOP | HWKRMRKT | STREET FOOD MARKET | COFFEE SHOP

COME VISIT US IN GATESHEAD...
not Europe, The Caribbean or Newcastle

HILLGATE QUAYS, NE8 2BH 

WWW.BYTHERIVERBREW.CO
 BYTHERIVERBREWCO



Join Gin Discovery Club
Three craft gins, curated by experts, delivered to your door.
Each month, Flavourly’s top team of gin experts helps our community of gin lovers to 
discover the best small batch gins from the most exciting distilleries in the world. 

Each box contains 3 x 200ml craft gins plus mixers, a perfectly-paired snack and the 
exclusive Flavourly Magazine for just £35/month with FREE delivery.
Visit www.flavourly.com/gin/club to join today!


